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1 Overview

• Rizzi (1990) proposed a generalization called Anaphor Agreement Effect (henceforth, AAE). According to
this generalization, anaphor cannot control agreement on the verb.

• In this talk, I show that AAE is not universal as there are languages where anaphors indeed control the
agreement on the verb.

• To the question of why in certain languages anaphors do not control agreement and why in certain other
languages anaphors do control the agreement, I hypothesize that if binding of an anaphors involves ϕ-agree
relation with its antecedent, then anaphor can control the agreement only if they have already undergone
binding.

• On the other hand, if anaphors have not undergone binding, then they would not have any ϕ features
themselves to control the agreement.

• The consequence of this relation is schematized as shown below,

(1) Agree � Binding → AAE holds
Binding � Agree → AAE violation

• I show that languages like Shona, Kutchi Gujarati, where AAE holds have the order Agree � Binding and
languages like standard Gujarati, Archi, Ingush where there is AAE violation has the order Binding � Agree.

• This order of operation between Agree and Binding to derive the required AAE facts need not be stipulated
but comes for free as a result of earliness principle and successive cyclicity.

2 Anaphor Agreement Effect

2.1 Anaphora and agreement

• According to Rizzi’s AAE generalization, anaphors do not occur in a syntactic position construed with
agreement. This generalization is based on the quirky subject constructions in Italian and Icelandic.

• As shown in (2) for Icelandic, the nominative object controls the agreement but when the nominative object
is reflexive, then sentence becomes ungrammatical.

(2) Icelandic

a. Henni
She.DAT

leidust
bored.3PL

þeir
they.NOM.PL

‘She was bored with them’

b. *Konunumi

Women.DAT
leidust
bored.3PL

sigi

REFL.NOM
‘Women were bored with themselves’ (Taraldsen 1995: 307 (1))
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• Similarly for Italian, the agreement configuration between the verb and the anaphor is ruled out (3a) but
when there is no agreement configuration between them (3b), the sentence becomes grammatical.

(3) Italian
a. *A

To
lorroi

them.DAT
interess-ano
matters-3PL

solo
only

se-stessii
them-selves.NOM

‘Theyi only matter to themselvesi’
b. A

To
lorroi

them.DAT
import-a
matters-3SG

solo
only

di
of

se-stessii
them-selves.GEN

‘Theyi only matter to themselvesi’ (Rizzi 1990: 33 (15))

• Rizzi reasons out that ungrammaticality of (2b) and (3a) can be accounted neither by the binding theory
nor by the Empty Category Principle (ECP).

• The binding requirement of principle A is easily fulfilled in both the cases like locality, structural relation
and feature matching.

• Similarly, ECP requires that trace of the anaphor be properly governed by the lexical governor. In both the
cases, anaphor is properly governed by the lexical verb. So ECP is also not the problem.

• By ruling out both these potential candidates for ungrammaticality, Rizzi comes up with this AAE gener-
alization regarding the fundamental incompatibility between anaphor and agreement.

• Also taking into consideration of the fact that in many languages nominative anaphor doesn’t exist and it
is the nominative argument that controls the agreement, Rizzi claims that AAE is universal.

• Woolford (1999) extends Rizzi’s generalization to typologically different types of languages. She also suggests
different strategies employed by languages to avoid the violations of AAE.

2.2 Default agreement with anaphors

• Shona can be considered as a good example to illustrate default agreement with the anaphors. But first to
illustrate its basic agreement pattern, consider the following examples.

(4) Shona:
a. Mufaro

Mufaro
a-∅-ri-bik-a
SM.1-PST-OM.5-cook-FV

bota
porridge.5

‘Mufaro cooked porridge’ (Storoshenko 2016: 161 (5))
b. pro

1SG
ndì-nó-mù-gèz-bvùnz-à
SM-PRES-OM-question-FV

pro
3SG

‘I question him’ (Dechaine & Wiltschko 2012: 17 (37a))

• But when the object is reflexive, an invariable -zvi morpheme shows up in the object agreement slot irre-
spective of the ϕ features of the reflexive.

(5) Shona reflexive marking:
SM PRES OM wash

1SG ndì- nó- zvì- gèz-á ‘I wash myself’
1PL tì- nó- zvì- gèz-á ‘We wash ourself’
2SG ù- nó- zvì- gèz-á ‘You wash yourself’
2PL mù- nó- zvì- gèz-á ‘You(PL) wash yourself’
3SG à- nó- zvì- gèz-á ‘She washes herself’
3PL và- nó- zvì- gèz-á ‘They wash themselves’
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(Dechaine & Wiltschko 2012: 17 (35))

• This morpheme zvì is actually a class 8 agreement marker that typically shows up in the context of default
agreement. In (6a), OM corresponds to conjunct phrase of nouns belonging to different noun class and in
(6b), SM corresponds to the infinive clause in the subject position.

(6) Default agreement in Shona:
a. Nda-∅-zvi-tor-a

Sub.1.SG-PST-OM.8-take-FV
[sadza
Sadza.5

no-mu-riwo]
and-3-relish

‘I took them (sadza and relish)
b. [Ku-tsav-ir-a

[INF-sweep-APPL-FV
mu-mba
house

ma-zuva
day

e-se]
every]

zva-ka-kosh-a
Sub.8-RPST-important-FV

‘Sweeping the house every day was important’ (Storoshenko 2016: 170 (22))

• Given that both these examples are contexts for default agreement and zvì morpheme shows up in these
contexts, it is safe to assume that zvì morpheme in reflexive context is also default agreement.

• So this default agreement pattern in Shona confirms Rizzi’s AAE generalization.

2.3 Agreement switch from anaphors

• Patel-Grosz (2014) provides a particular pattern of ‘agreement switch’ that obtains when anaphor is in an
agreement controlling position.

• But first to illustrate the basic agreement pattern in Kutchi-Gujarati, consider the following examples, where
the DOM marked object controls the agreement on the verb.

(7) Kutchi Gujarati
a. John

John
Mary-ne
Mary-DOM

jo-y-i
see-PERF-FSG

‘John saw Mary’
b. Mary

Mary
John-ne
John-DOM

jo-y-o
see-PERF-MSG

‘Mary saw John’ (Patel-Grosz 2014: 2 (2))

• Now having the reflexive in the object position does not change anything as agreement still shows up on the
verb.

(8) John
John

potha-ne
self-DOM

jo-y-o
see-PERF-MSG

‘John saw himself.’ (Patel-Grosz 2014: 5 (11))

• However Patel-Grosz argues that in (8), agreement is not with the reflexive object but rather switches to
the subject. I would refer to this pattern as ‘agreement switch’.

• The evidence for agreement switch comes from the following example, where change in the case of the subject
affects the agreement. If agreement is from reflexive object, then change in the case of the subject should
not matter to the agreement.

(9) Raj-ne
Raj-DAT

potha-ne
self-DOM

jo-vu
see-N

par-y-u
had-PERF-N

‘Raj had to see himself.’ (Patel-Grosz 2014: 5 (12))

• Therefore I take these facts from Kutchi-Gujarati and Shona as well-behaved languages with respect to
AAE.
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3 AAE violating languages

3.1 Standard Gujarati

• Standard Gujarati has similar agreement pattern like Kutchi-Gujarati but it does show AAE violation.

• First to illustrate its basic agreement pattern, consider the example in (10), where the DOM marked object
controls the agreement on the verb.

(10) Raaj-e
Raj(M)-ERG

sudhaa-ne
Sudha(F)-DOM

uúhaaã-i
awakened-FSG

‘Raj awakened Sudha’ (Mistry 2000: 344 (18))

• Again, when the object is reflexive, it does not affect the agreement pattern as normal agreement obtains.

(11) a. raaje
Raj(M)-ERG

potaa-ne
self-DOM

sanãov-yo
involved-MSG

‘Raj involved self’

b. Sudhaae
Sudha(F)-ERG

potaa-ne
self-DOM

sanão-vi
involved-FSG

‘Sudha involved self’ (Mistry 2000: 344 (19))

• However, the question with regard to (11) is whether it is the reflexive that controls the agreement or is it
the case of agreement switch like Kutchi-Gujarati.

• It can be quite easily established that it is the reflexive object that controls the agreement rather than
subject.

• When there is a clausal object and ergative subject (12), there is a default agreement. This shows that
ergative subject can never control the agreement and as a result, there is no agreement switch in (11).

(12) Raajei

Raj-ERG
jaïaav-yũ
informed-N

[ke
that

Sita
Sita

jarur
definitely

aavše]
come(FUT)-3

‘Raj informed that Sita will definitely come’ (Kinjal Joshi p.c.)

• Further evidence for reflexive object controlling the agreement can be seen by comparing the dative subject
construction in Gujarati with that of Kutchi-Gujarati. In (13a) reflexive controls the agreement as there is
no agreement switch in Gujarati and in (13b), agreement switch results in default agreement with the dative
subject.

(13) a. Sita-ne
Sita(F)-DAT

pota-ne
self-DOM

apnav-i
adopt-FSG

che
be

‘Sita wants to adopt herself’ Gujarati (Kinjal Joshi p.c.)

b. Raj-ne
Raj(M)-DAT

potha-ne
self-DOM

jo-vu
see-N

par-y-u
had-PERF-N

‘Raj had to see himself.’ Kutchi-Gujarati (Patel-Grosz 2014: 5 (12))

• Therefore Gujarati presents a clear case of AAE violation.
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3.2 Ingush

• Ingush, a Nakh-Daghestanian language, also presents a clear case of AAE violation. It is also an ergative-
absolutive language, where only absolutive argument controls the agreement.

(14) a. aaz
1SG.ERG

jett
cow(B).ABS

aara-b.oala-b.yr
out-B.go-B.CS.WP

‘I led the cow out’

b. aaz
1SG.ERG

Mariem
Mariem(J).ABS

aara-j.oala-j.yr
out-J.go-J.CS.WP

‘I led the Mariem out’ (Nichols 2011: 432 (5-7))

• The agreement morphology of Ingush is given in the table below.

Person Gender SG PL
1/2 M V D
1/2 F J D
3 M V B
3 F J B
3 various non-human B B
3 various non-human B D
3 various non-human D D
3 various non-human J J

• Given this agreement pattern, it can be shown that reflexive occurs as an absolutive argument and then
controls the agreement.

(15) Muusaaz
Muusa.ERG

learrha
on.purpose

shie
REFL.ABS

xoada-veav
cut-V.CS.NW.V

‘Musa cut himself on purpose’ (Nichols 2011: 641 (27))

• The fact that there is no agreement switch in (15) can be shown by changing the case of the subject DP
into dative case as in (16), which doesn’t affect the agreement pattern. If there is an agreement switch to
subject DP, then change in the case of the subject would have affected the agreement pattern.

(16) Suona
1SG.DAT

sie
REFL.ABS

kizjgaa-chy
mirror.GEN-in

bwarjga+j-eira
eye+J.see.WP

‘I(female speaker) saw myself in the mirror’ (Nichols 2011: 641 (22))

• Again, there is no agreement switch in (16) can be shown in (17), where dative argument doesn’t control
the agreement. If dative argument can never control the argument, then it must be the case that it is the
reflexive in absolutive argument controls the agreement.

(17) Suona
1SG.DAT

[yz
3SG

dika
good

sag
person

voliga]
V.be.SBJ

xou
know.PRS

‘I know he is a good person’ (Nichols 2011: 547 (40))

• All these facts in Ingush point to the fact that it is a clear case of AAE violation like standard Gujarati.
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3.3 Archi

• Archi, an another Nakh-Daghestanian language, also presents AAE violation. It is also an ergative-absolutive
language, where only the absolutive argument controls the agreement.

(18) zari
1SG.ERG

noQš
horse(III)[SG.ABS]

darc’-li-r-ši
post-SG.OBL-CONT-ALL

e<b>t’ni
<III.SG>tie.PFV

‘I tied the horse to the post’ (Chumakina, Bond and Corbett 2016: 60 (29))

• Similar to Ingush, reflexives occur as an absolutive argument and controls agreement.

(19) a. Zalik-li-s
Zalik(I)-SG.OBL-DAT

inža-w
REFL.ABS-I.SG

w-ak:u
I.SG-see.PFV

daXon-n-aš
mirror(IV)-SG.OBL-IN-EL

‘Zalik saw himself in the mirror’ (Bond and Chumakina 2016: 69 (52))
b. laha-s

child(I).SG.OBL-DAT
inž-w
REFL.SG.ABS-I.SG

w-ak:u
I.SG-see.PFV

‘A boy saw himself.’ (Sadler 2016: 158 (19))

3.4 Data summary

• On the one hand, we have set of languages like Icelandic, Italian, Shona and Kutchi-Gujarati, where AAE
holds without any violation and on the other hand, we have set of languages like standard Gujarati, Ingush
and Archi that show clear case of AAE violation.

• At least from the counter-example data, it becomes obvious that AAE is not universal.

• So the question is why do certain languages follow AAE and certain other languages violate AAE.

4 Analysis

4.1 Proposal

• Having both binding and agree in syntax, I propose that if agree happens before binding, then anaphors
would not have any ϕ features to value the feauture of probe and as result, they cannot control the agreement
on the verb. On the other hand, if agree happens after binding, then anaphor would have the required ϕ

features to value the probe’s features and as result they can control the agreement on the verb.

• The proposal with respect to AAE is schmatized as shown below.

Agree � Binding → AAE holds
Binding � Agree → AAE violation

4.2 Assumptions

• I assume that anaphors are born without any ϕ features (Kratzer 2009) and they acquire their ϕ features
as a result of undergoing agree with their antecedent in syntax.

• Therefore I assume that binding is nothing but an agree operation between anaphor and its antecedent
(Reuland 2001, 2011).

• For agree, I follow the traditional approach of Chomsky (2000) that operates between uninterpretable and
unvalued features of probe and interpretable and valued features of goal and as result of agree, probe’s
features get checked and valued. In addition, I assume the direction of agree can be both upward (Zeijlstra
2012) and downward.
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• I also assume earliness principle (Pesetsky 1989), which demands that an operation apply as soon as its
context are met.

• For the sake of concreteness, I would continue to refer the agree relation between anaphor and its antecedent
as ‘binding’ and the agree relation between the functional head and its DP as ‘agree’.

4.3 Default agreement in Shona:

• We have already seen that Shona has both subject and object agreement. These agreement markers corre-
spond to the noun classes.

(20) Mufaro
Mufaro

a-∅-ri-bik-a
SM.1-PST-OM.5-cook-FV

bota
porridge.5

‘Mufaro cooked porridge’ (Storoshenko 2016: 161 (5))

• This would translate in syntax as T agreeing with the subject and v agreeing with the object as shown in
the structure below.

(21) Shona agreement:
TP

T’

vP

v’

VP

V’

ObjV

spec

v

spec

T

Subj

• An important thing to note from the structure in (21) is that by the time v agrees with the object, subject
would not have merged in the structure.

• So in the structure with reflexive, there is no way that binding could have happened before agree because
subject merges later in the structure.

• As a result, when v probes down to agree with the reflexive object, reflexive would not have the required ϕ

features to value the uninterpretable feature of v. As a result, default agreement obtains with reflexive.

(22) pro
1SG

ndì-nó-zvì-gèz-à
SM-PRES-OM-wash-FV

Refl
Refl

‘I wash myself’ (Dechaine & Wiltschko 2012: 17 (37a))
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(23) Agree � Binding :
TP

T’

vP

v’

VP

V’

ReflV

spec

v

spec

T

Subj

1©
2©

4.4 Agreement switch in Kutchi Gujarati:

• We have already seen that Kutchi Gujarati employs agreement switch strategy to get around the violation
of AAE.

• It turns out that Kutchi Gujarati is also a language with two agreement probes. This is seen overtly in
analytic tense.

(24) Hu
I

chokra-ne
boys-DOM

jo-y-a
see-PERF-PL

ha-is
AUX-FUT.1SG

‘I will have seen the boys’ (Grosz & Patel-Grosz 2014:11 (9b))

• This would again translate in syntax as T agreeing with the subject and v agreeing with the object.

(25) Kutchi Gujarati agreement:
TP

T’

TvP

v’

vVP

V’

VDPobj

DPsubj

• And again in the reflexive construction, it is first v agrees with the object and only then subject DP merges
in the structure. So the order of derivation is Agree � Binding as shown in the structure below,
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(26) Agree � Binding:
TP

T’

TvP

v’

vVP

V’

VRefl

DPsubj

1©2©

• Further to derive agreement switch, here, I follow Béjar and Rezac (2009) cyclic architecture of agreement
(27).

• In the cycle I, vI agrees with IA and if there are features of vI that have not undergone agree with IA, then
the domain of agree expands to cycle II, where the features that have not undergone agree in earlier cycle,
would now undergo agree with EA.

• This cyclic expansion of agree allows the choice of agreement controller to switch from the object to the
subject.

(27) Cyclic agree (Béjar and Rezac 2009:45)

vI

vII

EA IA

CycleII
CycleI

4.5 AAE violation in standard Gujarati:

• In Kutchi-Gujarati, the evidence for having two different probes for agreement comes from the nested pattern
of agreement (28).

(28) Hu
I

chokra-ne
boys-DOM

jo-y-a
see-PERF-PL

ha-is
AUX-FUT.1SG

‘I will have seen the boys’ KG (Grosz & Patel-Grosz 2014:11 (9b))

• However in standard Gujarati, there is no nested pattern of agreement (29). When the verb agrees with the
object, the auxiliary also agrees with the object rather than with the subject.

(29) a. mene
I-ERG

chokra-ne
boys-DOM

jo-y-a
see-PERF-PL

ha-se
AUX-FUT.3

‘I will have seen the boys’ Gujarati (Kinjal Joshi p.c.)
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b. mene
I-ERG

khasi
cough(F)

av.t-i
come.PROG.-F.SG

ha-ti
was.PROG.F.SG

‘I have had a cough’ Gujarati (Suthar 2005 :58 (279))

• This pattern is very similar to object agreement in Hindi as reported in Bhatt (2005).

(30) Rahul-ne
Rahul-ERG

kitaab
book.F

parh-ii
read-PERF.FSG

th-ii
be-PST-F.SG

‘Rahul had read the book’ Hindi (Bhatt 2005 :759 (2b))

• Instead of positing two different probes on T and v, Bhatt (2005) proposes that there is just one probe on
T that establishes agree with the object DP through v.

• Therefore when the object DP values the ϕ features of T, v also get its ϕ features covalued (though v by
itself is not a probe). One way to think about it is that agreement on v is parasitic on T.

• Following Bhatt (2005), I assume the same for Gujarati as illustrated in the structure below.

(31) Gujarati:
TP

T’

TvP

v’

vVP

V’

VDPobj

DPsubj

• And for the construction with reflexive, subject DP merges in the structure before the agreement probe T.
Therefore the order of agree operation would be Binding � Agree, which predicts AAE violation.

(32) Gujarati: Binding � Agree
TP

T’

TvP

v’

vVP

V’

VReflobj

DPsubj

2©

1©
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4.6 AAE violation in Ingush and Archi

• Given that there is no nested pattern in Ingush and Archi, here, I would adopt the same analysis proposed
for Gujarati, where T is the actual probe and v gets its value as a result of co-valuation.

(33) a. Aaz
1SG.ERG

gazat
newspaper.ABS

dieshazh
D.read

dy
D.PROG

‘I am reading a newspaper’ Ingush (Nichols 2011: 497 (168))

b. laha-s
child(II).SG.OBL-DAT

dija
father(I).SG.ABS

w-ak:u-r-ši
I.SG-see-IPFV-CVB

w-i
I.SG-be.PRS

‘A girl sees (her) father’. Archi (Chumakina and Bond 2016: 92 (30))

• As a result of T being a probe, subject DP would be merging in the structure before T and this would result
in the order of derivation Binding � Agree and eventually resulting in AAE violation.

5 Prediction and Falsification

• So far, what I have essentially argued is for the following.

(34) a. Pattern A: Probe . . . Antecedent . . . Anaphor = AAE violation

b. Pattern B: Antecedent . . . Probe . . . Anaphor = AAE holds

1©

2©

2©

1©

• However, things can go wrong for me in the following ways.

(35) a. Pattern C: Probe . . . Antecedent . . . Anaphor = AAE holds

b. Pattern D: Antecedent . . . Probe . . . Anaphor = AAE violation

1©

2©

2©

1©

• Are there languages that have the pattern C and D? - Yes. Unfortunately!

5.1 Pattern C

• The quirky subject construction in Icelandic and Italian nicely fits the pattern C.

(36) Icelandic:

a. Henni
She.DAT

leidust
bored.3PL

þeir
they.NOM.PL

‘She was bored with them’
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b. *Konunumi

Women.DAT
leidust
bored.3PL

sigi

REFL.NOM
‘Women were bored with themselves’ (Taraldsen 1995: 307 (1))

• If T is the probe in Icelandic, then by the time T merges in the structure, the subject DP would have already
merged in the structure for binding to happen and still, AAE holds. So this would be a case of pattern C
repeated as (37), below.

(37) Pattern C: Probe . . . Antecedent . . . Anaphor = AAE holds
1©

2©

• However notice that agreement with nominative object in Icelandic is always optional (38a). If AAE holds
invariably irrespective of any rule order as Rizzi proposes, then at least default agreement with nominative
reflexive object should still be possible but it is ruled out.

(38) Icelandic:
a. Henni

She.DAT
leiddist
bored.3SG

þeir
they.NOM.PL

‘She was bored with them’
b. *konunumi

Women.DAT
leiddist
bored.3SG

sigi

REFL.NOM
‘Women were bored with themselves’ (Taraldsen 1995: 307 (2))

• The question is why Sig is banned even when there is no requirement of agreement. The same point can be
made from the aux to comp infinitive clause in Italian, which allows nominative pronoun (39a) but not the
nominative reflexive (39b).

(39) Italian:
a. Mario

Mario
ha
AUX

sempre
always

sostenuto
asserted

[non
not

esser
be-INF

lui
he.NOM

in grado
able

di
to

affrontre]
face

‘Mario has always asserted that he is not able to face.’
b. *Mario

Mario
ha
AUX

sempre
always

sostenuto
asserted

[non
not

esser
be-INF

se-stesso
REFL.NOM

in grado
able

di
to

affrontre]
face

‘Mario has always asserted that he is not able to face.’ (Pesetsky 2011:5 (36))

• Hindi also presents very similar fact. In Hindi agreement is always with the highest unmarked argument
but the unmarked reflexive is banned even when it is not the highest unmarked argument.

(40) Hindi:

a. Ram
Ram

apnaa
self’s

aap-mee
self-in

nahii
not

hai
be-3SG

‘Ram is not himself’

b. *Raam
Ram

apnaa
self’s

aap
self

nahii
not

hai
be-3SG

‘Ram is not himself’ (Davison 2000: 405 (5))

• So the facts in Icelandic, Italian and Hindi suggest that nominative reflexive is banned even in those position
that are not associated with agreement.
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• Therefore AAE is clearly not the reason for ungrammaticality in all the (b) examples above and it is because
nominative reflexive is independently ruled out. And I do not know any languages that has the presence of
an actual anaphor in Pattern C type and still cannot control the agreement.

5.2 Pattern D

• The long distance anaphor in Tamil (41) seems to fit the pattern D. The anaphor in the embedded subject
position controls the agreement on the embedded verb while the antecedent is in the matrix clause.

(41) Long distance anaphor in Tamil:

a. Manii
Mani(M)

[taani

self
sathat-ai
rice-ACC

sapi-t-aan-nnu]
eat-PST-3SGM-COMP

son-n-aan
say-PST-3SGM

‘Manii said that selfi ate the rice’

b. Banui

Banu(F)
[taani

self
sathat-ai
rice-ACC

sapi-t-aal-nnu]
eat-PST-3SGF-COMP

son-n-aa1
say-PST-3SGF

‘Banui said that selfi ate the rice’

• From the looks of it, (41) looks like a classic case of pattern D (repeated as (42) below), where the anaphor
successfully controls the agreement on the verb while antecedent merges only later in the derivation.

(42) Pattern D: Antecedent . . . Probe . . . Anaphor = AAE violation
2©

1©

• Luckily, Sundaresan (2016) argues that in cases like (41), it is neither the anaphor nor its antecedent controls
the agreement on the embedded verb because 1SG agreement is also possible on the embedded verb (43).

(43) Banui

Banu(F)
[taani,∗j

[self
saatat-ai
rice-ACC

sapi-t-een-nnu]
eat-PST-1SG-COMP]

so-n-aal
say-PST-3FSG

‘Banui said that selfi,∗j ate the rice’

• Sundaresan proposes that the source of agreement is a null pronoun or pro that is located sufficiently local
to the agreement head T.

• The main role of this pro is to mediate long distance anaphoric relation between the anaphor and its
antecedent at LF and the inference that it controls agreement is only incidental as a result of it being there.

• In syntax, pro is located as a specifier of a perspective phrase. The perspective phrase stands to refer the
perspective nature of anaphoric system in Tamil.

• Here, the antecedent of the anaphor always denote an individual who holds a mental and spatio-temporal
perspective toward some minimal predication containing the anaphor

• So the agreement would work as schematized in the example below.

(44) Banui

Banu(F)
[pro
pro

[taani,∗j

self
saatat-ai
rice-ACC

sapi-t-een-nnu]]
eat-PST-1SG-COMP]

so-n-aal
say-PST-3FSG

‘Banui said that selfi,∗j ate the rice’

8
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• An important thing to note is that agreement configuration in (44) resembles the agreement switch strategy
in Kutchi Gujarati (repeated as (45), below), where the target of agreement is switched from anaphor to
some other element in a sentence.

(45) John
John

potha-ne
self-DOM

jo-y-o
see-PERF-MSG

‘John saw himself.’ (Patel-Grosz 2014: 5 (11))

8

• If it is the case, then long distance anaphor in Tamil is not Pattern D but Pattern B (repeated as (46)
below).

(46) Pattern B: Antecedent . . . Probe . . . Anaphor = AAE holds
2©

1©

• Standard Gujarati also has the long distance anaphor occurring in the subject position and seem to control
the agreement on the embedded verb. I would adopt Sundaresan (2014) analysis proposed for Tamil to
apply for Gujarati as well.

(47) Long distance anaphor in Gujarati:

Raajei

Raj-ERG
jaïaav-yũ
informed-N

[ke
that

potei/∗j

self
jarur
definitely

aavše]
come(FUT)-3

‘Raj informed that self will definitely come’ (Mistry 2000: 354 (45b))

• In the light of these facts, we can see that depending on the configuration same language may or may not
violate AAE as in Gujarati.

5.3 One more case of Pattern D that would eventually be not Pattern D

• Khanty (or Ostyak) belongs to the Ugric group of Uralic language family that has obligatory subject agree-
ment and optional object agreement. The subject agreement inflects for person and number and the object
agreement inflects only for number.

(48) a. ma
I

tam
these

kalan
reindeer

we:l-s-@-m
kill-PST-EP-1SG

‘I killed these reindeer’

b. ma
I

tam
these

kalan
reindeer

we:l-s-@-l-m
kill-PST-EP-PL-1SG

‘I killed these reindeer’ (Nikolaeva 1999: 64 (174))

• Nikolaeva (1999) reports that those objects that control agreement on the verb have special status with
respect to information structure. They are tend to be associated with topic.

• Further, Khanty does not have a dedicated reflexive pronoun. The personal pronoun functions as a reflexive
pronoun but only when there is an object agreement.

(49) a. *UtłtiteXoi

teacher
łuvełi
he.ACC

iš@k-s
praise-PST.3SG

‘The teacher praised himself’
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b. UtłtiteXoi

teacher
łuvełi
he.ACC

iš@k-s-@łłe
praise-PST.SG.3SG

‘The teacher praised himself’ (Valkova and Reuland 2014: 617 (42))

• If we consider the pronoun in (49b) as an anaphor, then it would fit the case of pattern D, where the anaphor
could sucessfully control the agreement even before the subject merges in the structure.

• However, the order of agreement morphology follows the tense morphology as schmatized below.

(50) Subject Object Verb-Tense-ONum-SNum:P ers

• If we go with Baker’s (1985) mirror principle, then the probe for object agreement merges in the structure
only after tense. This would imply that subject would have already merged in the structure even before the
object agreement probe.

• So the derivation would be Binding � Agree, which allows the anaphor to control the agreement. So the
case of Khanty is not pattern D but pattern A.

6 Conclusion

• The analysis essentially predicts that only the subset languages that fit in Q cell would violate AAE and
not the others.

Agree from T Agree from v
Subject P R
Object Q S

Language AAE Strategy Subject Agreement Rule order
Swahili Anaphoric agreement Yes Agree > Binding
Nezperce Anaphoric agreement Yes Agree > Binding
Albanian default agreement Yes Agree > Binding
Selayrese default agreement Yes Agree > Binding
Shona default agreeement Yes Agree > Binding
French detransitivization Yes Agree > Binding
Mizo detransitivization Yes Agree > Binding
Basque reflexive=‘head’ Yes Agree > Binding
Georgian reflexive=‘head’ Yes Agree > Binding
K-Gujarati Agreement switch Yes Agree > Binding

Gujarati AAE violation No Binding > Agree
Archi AAE violation No Binding > Agree
Ingush AAE violation No Binding > Agree
Khanty* AAE violation Yes Binding > Agree

Italian lexical gap No Binding > Agree
Icelandic lexical gap No Binding > Agree
Hindi lexical gap No Binding > Agree
Marathi lexical gap No Binding > Agree

• In a sample of 18 languages, only 4 languages show AAE violation. The reason could be because the following
three things need to hold for AAAE violation to happen. (1) T must be an active probe and v should be
an inactive probe. (2) Subject should not act as a suitable goal. (3) Language should not resort to default
agreement at the first instance of failed agree with the subject.
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